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Food Project 

● Five College Innovative Language Teaching Grant from the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation to develop multi-level teaching module on food culture (2017-2018)

● Collaborators between Smith College and Amherst College (Yalin Chen, Jessica 
Moyer, Xiaoping Teng, Sujane Wu, Lu Yu)

● To build a module of thematically linked teaching units in different levels of Chinese 
language courses  

● “Food” is a multidisciplinary subject matter 

-- culture, environment, health issue, history, society, aesthetics as well as gender 
and class, to name just a few.  



Food Project in CHI221
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- CHI110, CHI111, CHI220, CHI221
- Integrated Chinese Level 2 Part 2 (3rd ed.) 



Writing and Revisions 

Objectives
1. To gain a deeper understanding of Chinese food and develop students’ cultural awareness

2. To encourage students to conceptualize the world around them with interdisciplinary perspectives

3. To strengthen students’ language proficiency by reviewing and previewing learning material 

4. To cultivate students’ language capacity, especially reading and writing.
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Introducing the Food Project on the first day 



Food Project / Review Week

- Reading and discussions

- Brainstorming and 
exchanging ideas

- Project proposals



Handout(1) 

Learning Material

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sp9opjQfu25TLOqdl3d_fe6LgoXL_uEC/preview
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eQtQAgHUV_aHJZ79yWUJ_bLJoUys3GRA6H9CWltTDic/edit




Handout(2)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bwc3hAUYt67ThTZEAphzxKYmOJgeYg06tpGE9kmMINo/edit
https://docs.google.com/file/d/11c0oUeA1HnF5sirf88zIKODLthG6wFTx/preview




Reading materials from previous students 

 “I really liked the chance to read other student's essays.It gave me inspiration to 
write my own and helped me see how much I had learned so far this semester.”



Final product from previous students 



Project Proposals



Writing and Revisions 

Post Food Project / Review Week

- Writing and revisions
 

- Peer review

- Writing sessions



Start the Writing Process



End of the semester

Video showing; Q & A 

- Video making

- Video Viewing
 

- Q & A





Technology Tools 
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Tech workshop
WordPress / MyMaps

春节 Tech workshop
Adobe Spark



Adobe Spark (now known as “Adobe Creative Cloud Express” )

 (1) to engage multimodal/multisensory learning 
 (2) to reflect on writing, reading, and speaking skills
 (3)  to exercise digital literacies 

“Having to read the whole narrative out loud 
forced me to review the pronunciations for 
many words that I had overlooked before or 
hadn't taken the time to practice speaking.” 

It is an integrated web and mobile solution for creating 
and sharing impactful visual stories. Easily create social 
media posts and graphics, web pages, and videos in 
minutes—no design or technical experience necessary.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWOoiClR5ec


Google MyMaps
 (1) to provide visual and geographical context 
 (2) to strengthen the sense of learning community

“I liked being able to see the map with everyone's pins on it, to observe the 
geographical distribution of the foods we were learning about.”



WordPress (1)
 (1) to foster learner autonomy 
 (2) to document the progress 

“Seeing the progress on the wordpress was super great!”

It is a content management system (CMS) that allows you to host 
and build websites. WordPress contains plugin architecture and a 
template system, so you can customize any website to fit your needs.

https://sophia.smith.edu/chinese-food-project/


WordPress (1 - cont'd)
(3) to provide authentic readership 
(4) to encourage multimodal and digital literacy 

“I really like WordPress and Google MyMaps so that I could see geographically 
where everyone's food came from and could see their project in blog form.”

https://sophia.smith.edu/chinese-food-project/


The Impacts
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Language proficiency
1. Correct use of learned structures and vocabulary (as well as new ones that are meaningful to them)
2. Better use of conjunctions and transitions for cohesive writing
3. Ability to narrate stories, express opinions, deliver abstract concepts with accuracy and clarity
4. Attention to speech delivery (pronunciation, intonation, and pacing)

“Making videos and having to listen back to the pronunciation definitely helped me to see what mistakes I was making.”

“I definitely improved my ability to write essays in mandarin in this project and my writing was more complex then [sic] I 
had ever done before.”

“The food project taught me how to properly write essays in Chinese and improved my writing skills. Also, my 
vocabulary has expanded along with my knowledge on grammar structures.”



Learner Autonomy
1. Personal and meaningful experiences
2. Intentional and reflective learning
3. Positive and empowered learner identity

“I definitely explored a food that had personal significance to me and my family history, and I think many other 
students did so as well.”

“Building speaking confidence and strength! 

“My biggest takeaway is in structuring time and breaking down larger work into smaller work.”

“(The reward) is the permanence of the videos in documenting my progress in Chinese. I get to hear my first 
year and now second year Chinese videos”



Authentic Learning
1. Real-world material beyond the textbook 
2. The geographical and spatial contexts shown Google MyMaps 
3. Authentic readers and audiences through peer-editing and WordPress post
4. Learning community 

“(It impacted my Chinese learning by) applying knowledge to concrete manifestation, going beyond textbook 
comprehension.”

“The peer–editing process was painful, but it was helpful in gauging the sort of audience interest and level of 
understanding to make our own work relatable.”

“Not only was it good practice for my Chinese skills, it was also a great way to learn more about the cultural, 
historical, and personal significance of a food.”

“I liked the sense of learning community that came from seeing all the other videos and learning about the 
importance of all the other foods. It was really fun.”

“It made me question my culture what changes occur and how we should respect each other’s cultures, because they are 
important.”



Objectives

1. To gain a deeper understanding of Chinese food and develop students’ cultural awareness

2. To encourage students to conceptualize the world around them with interdisciplinary perspectives

3. To strengthen students’ language proficiency by reviewing and previewing learning material 

4. To cultivate students’ language capacity, especially reading and writing.
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1. Flexibility with technology tools 

2. Balance of technology and content 

3. Feedback and corrections 

4. Limitation of time and energy (peer review? How many revisions?)

5. Assessment



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon and infographics & images by Freepik

THANK YOU!
Do you have any questions?
ylchen@smith.edu

Please keep this slide for attribution

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


http://bit.ly/2PfT4lq

